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Dislocations can climb out of their glide plane by absorbing (or emitting) point defects [vacancies and self-
interstitial atoms (SIAs)]. In contrast with conservative glide motion, climb relies on the point defects’ thermal
diffusion and hence operates on much longer timescales, leading to some forms of creep. While equilibrium
point defect concentrations allow dislocations to climb to relieve nonglide stresses, point defect supersaturations
also lead to osmotic forces, driving dislocation motion even in the absence of external stresses. Self-interstitial
atoms typically have significantly higher formation energies than vacancies, so their contribution to climb is
usually ignored. However, under irradiation conditions, both types of defect are athermally created in equal
numbers. In this paper, we use simple thermodynamic arguments to show that the contribution of interstitials
cannot be neglected in irradiated materials and that the osmotic force they induce on dislocations is many orders
of magnitude larger than that caused by vacancies. This explains why the prismatic dislocation loops observed by
in situ transmission electron microscope irradiations are more often of interstitial rather than vacancy character.
Using discrete dislocation dynamics simulations, we investigate the effect on dislocation-obstacle interactions
and find reductions in the depinning time of many orders of magnitude. This has important consequences for the
strength of particle-reinforced alloys under irradiation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.2.080601
At finite temperature T , crystalline materials contain vacan-
cies and SIAs with thermal equilibrium concentrations given
approximately by ctherm = exp (−Eform/kBT ), where Eform
is the formation energy of the vacancy or SIA, and kB is
Boltzmann’s constant.1 This reflects the probability of a lattice
site being “occupied” by a vacancy or SIA [1]. Irradiation
generates microstructure by displacing atoms from their lattice
sites, creating Frenkel pairs of vacancy and SIA point defects
[2] in addition to the thermal equilibrium concentrations
already present, so the crystal can lower its energy by removing
the excess defects via recombination, annihilation at sinks
such as grain boundaries or dislocations, and agglomeration
into prismatic dislocation loops and voids. This microstructure
causes the swelling, hardening, and embrittlement whose
mitigation is a central focus of nuclear materials science.
Over the past 60 years, a large amount of work has been
devoted to modeling the diffusion and clustering of point
defects into loops and voids, in particular the calculation of
bias factors quantifying the preferential absorption of SIAs
over vacancies at sinks, thus leading to void swelling (see,
e.g., Refs. [3,4] among many others). Less attention has been
focused on the effects out-of-equilibrium defect concentrations
have on the dynamics of the existing dislocation network
and hence on mechanical properties. Mansur [5] developed a
model of irradiation creep by climb-enabled glide due to stress-
induced preferred absorption of SIAs at dislocations. Raabe [6]
explored all the possible origins for forces on dislocations and
1This is the absolute concentration, 10−6 times the parts per million
value.
explained how to incorporate osmotic forces due to vacancy
supersaturations into discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD).
Mordehai et al. [7] developed a practical implementation, and
Bako et al. [8] used this to model prismatic loop coarsening
by climb. Danas [9] included climb and climb-assisted glide
in large scale “2.5-dimensional” DDD simulations, where
some 3D phenomena are taken into account in an efficient
2D model, while Gao et al. [10] applied a hybrid simulation
to creep in Ni-based superalloys. Swinburne et al. [11] dis-
covered a self-climb mechanism, where prismatic loops can
move within their habit plane via the pipe diffusion around
their perimeter, independently of ambient vacancy and SIA
concentrations. With the exception of Ref. [5], these works
neglect the contribution to climb made by SIAs. This is entirely
reasonable when thermal concentrations of point defects are
considered, since the formation energy of SIAs is typically
twice that of vacancies in metals [12], and so the thermal
equilibrium concentration of SIAs will be far smaller than
that of vacancies. Under irradiation, however, superthermal
concentrations of both types of point defects are generated in
equal numbers, and the tiny thermal concentration for SIAs
means the relative concentration, and hence the osmotic force
exerted, is much larger than that for superthermal vacancies.
Fu et al. [13] carried out molecular dynamics simulations
of irradiation cascades near edge dislocations in tungsten
and found strong effects on edge dislocation structures. Low
temperature climb is also possible at interfaces in nanolayered
composites [14,15].
In this paper, we modify Mordehai et al.’s climb model to
include SIAs in addition to vacancies (see the Appendix). Con-
sidering the SIA osmotic force effects on prismatic loop growth
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FIG. 1. Left: yield strength of several ODS steels vs temperature [21,22]; temperature dependence of thermal vacancy climb velocity in Fe
(units of a2/sec where a is the lattice parameter. An additional factor of |b| enters in the denominator to make this a velocity.) The steep fall
in yield strength coincides with the sharp rise in climb velocity. Right (log scale): temperature dependence of climb velocity due to thermal
concentrations (dashed lines) of vacancies (narrow lines) and SIAs (broad lines), plus superthermal concentrations (solid lines) of 10−16–10−13
shown in bands. Supersaturations, particularly of SIAs, enhance climb by many orders of magnitude at lower temperatures.
(or shrinkage) in the presence of supersaturated vacancy and
SIA concentrations, as a function of temperature, we suggest an
experimental method to determine effective steady-state super-
saturations in in situ transmission electron microscope (TEM)
irradiations. We then incorporate the SIAs into a climb velocity
rule for DDD simulations, with which we simulate dislocation
shear loop depinning from hard sphere obstacles. This serves
as a simple model for the strengthening mechanism employed
in oxide-dispersion-strengthened (ODS) steels. These steels
are among the most promising candidate materials for future
fusion reactors [16,17], with other applications in areas such as
high-temperature turbine blades. The nuclear alloys typically
disperse a population of nanosized coherent oxide particles
(e.g., yttria or titania) through a ferritic steel matrix, which pin
mobile dislocations. For applied stresses less than the Orowan
stress, the coherency of the particles means edge dislocations
must climb around them to depin and generate slip, resulting
in exceptionally high tensile strength which is retained at
high temperatures. The large interface area between the matrix
and the particles could also provide sinks for impurities such
as helium atoms, reducing their ability to segregate to grain
boundaries where they lead to embrittlement.
We find that the radiation-induced SIAs significantly en-
hance the climb mobility of dislocations, leading to fast
depinning at far lower temperatures than for thermal vacancy
climb. We discuss the results and implications in the context
of available literature data on in situ TEM of prismatic loop
evolution [18], and the yield strength and irradiation creep
behavior of some nuclear steels [19–22].
The mechanical force F acting on a dislocation with
Burgers vector b and line direction ˆl , due to a stress σ , is given
by the Peach Koehler formula F = (σ · b)× ˆl . In the absence
of point defects, nonscrew dislocations are confined to the glide
plane containing b and ˆl , and the component of F acting normal
to this plane cannot be relieved. This, and hence climb, can only
happen by the absorption (or emission, under extremely high
climb stresses) of point defects and is hence generally limited
by the availability and mobility of these defects. Under normal
conditions, this happens much more slowly than mechanical
motion within the glide plane.
The climb velocity (see Ref. [7] and the Appendix) de-
pends on temperature T via the product of the point de-
fect concentration ctherm = exp(−Eform/kBT ), and diffusivity2
D(T ) = D0 exp(−Emigr/kBT ), where Eform and Emigr are
formation and migration energies, respectively, and D0 is the
diffusion prefactor typically taken to be 1013 Hz [23]. In Fe,
Eform ≈ 2 eV for vacancies, and 4 eV for interstitials, whilst
Emigr ≈ 0.6 eV for vacancies and 0.3 eV for interstitials
[12]. Their larger formation energy means thermal interstitials
remain negligible over the relevant temperature range, as
shown in Fig. 1, (right), but the climb velocity due to thermal
vacancies in Fe increases by some 30 orders of magnitude as
temperature increases from 300 to 1000 K.
Figure 1 (left) shows the 0.2% offset yield strength of
several (unirradiated) oxide-dispersion-strengthened (ODS)
steels [21,22]. These and similar alloys employ hard ceramic
particles, dispersed throughout the matrix, to pin dislocations,
resulting in high room temperature yield strength of almost
1200 MPa. By 1000 K this strength falls to less than a third of
its room temperature value, and the high temperature strength
is comparable to that of nonreinforced alloys, implying that
2D is related to the migration rate Ŵ by D = a2Ŵ since each hop is
one lattice parameter a. We work in length units of a throughout.
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the particle-based strengthening mechanism is no longer oper-
ative. Also shown in Fig. 1 (left) is the temperature-dependent
part of the dislocation climb velocity due to thermal vacancies,
which rises to one lattice parameter per second at 1000 K
(an additional factor of |b| appears in the dislocation velocity
expression, see formula given in the Appendix). This increased
vacancy concentration and mobility allows pinned dislocations
to climb around the oxide particles above 800 K on the
timescale of the experiments, negating their strengthening
effect. Screw dislocations can overcome obstacles by cross
slip, but this process has a low activation barrier in bcc crystals
and cannot explain the observed temperature dependence.
Another possibility is the “edge cross-slip” process suggested
by Humphreys et al. [24]. However, this involves the generation
of a screw dipole around the obstacles, whose sides must cross
slip in the same direction under opposite Peach-Koehler forces.
Thus we conclude that the dominant depinning mechanism is
vacancy-mediated dislocation climb. In what follows, we show
that the presence of nonequilibrium supersaturations of SIAs
induced by irradiation can lead to climb-enabled depinning at
temperatures much lower than 1000 K.
When ctherm is replaced by a superthermal vacancy or SIA
concentration c > ctherm = exp(−Eform/kBT ) is present, as
is the case under irradiation, an additional “osmotic” climb
force on the dislocation arises, due to the nonequilibrium
chemical potential of the defects: Fos ∝ kBT (1− c/ctherm ) =
kBT (1− c exp [+Eform/kBT ]) [7]. This is the thermodynamic
driving force acting to remove the supersaturated defects from
solution and causes dislocation climb even in the absence of
a mechanical stress. Crucially, for equal superthermal concen-
trations of vacancies and SIAs, this force is much larger for
interstitials than for vacancies, since their thermal formation
energy—which appears under the exponential—is higher, and
hence there is a far greater energetic advantage to removing
them from solution. For a fixed superthermal concentration c,
the osmotic force reduces as temperature, and hence ctherm,
increases, eventually falling to zero when ctherm reaches c.
Figure 1 (right) compares c(T )D(T ) for thermal equilib-
rium defects with imposed concentrations of 10−16−10−13
or 10−10−10−7 ppm. For these levels of supersaturation, the
SIA contribution to dislocation climb at 400 K is comparable
to that of thermal vacancies at 700–800 K. The level of
supersaturation encountered in a real irradiated material is
difficult to determine, and it depends on the material and
its thermal and mechanical history as well as irradiation
conditions. The nonequilibrium steady state supersaturation
we consider here is an effective value, assumed to be reached
when the number of defects injected by cascades per second is
balanced by the (concentration-dependent) rate of annihilation
by recombination and absorption at sinks. For the case of
in situ ion-beam TEM irradiations, a lower bound on the
effective supersaturation can be found by considering the
prismatic interstitial dislocation loops formed under these
conditions. Such a loop of radius R experiences an elastic
climb self-force [25] acting to shrink itself of magnitude
Fself = −
µb2
4pi (1−ν)
1
R
(ln ( 8R
rc
)− 1+ 3−2ν4(1−ν) ).This can be relieved
by vacancy climb and acts in the opposite direction to any
interstitial osmotic force acting to grow the loop. This pro-
vides a physical explanation for the dominant observation
of interstitial loops in the TEM: for equal vacancy and SIA
supersaturations, the osmotic force acting to push the SIAs
out of solution into prismatic loops is far greater than that for
vacancies, because their equilibrium thermal concentration is
far lower (this outweighs the increased loss of highly mobile
SIAs and clusters to the surface of the TEM foil). The vacancies
can remain in solution up to far higher concentrations due
to their lower formation energy. Furthermore, vacancy loops’
self stress can be relieved by SIA-mediated climb, shrinking
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FIG. 2. Left: transition temperature where interstitial osmotic force and line tension self force balance for prismatic loops. Elastic self force
is indicated schematically by red arrows and interstitial osmotic force by blue arrows. Below the diagonal lines, the interstitial osmotic force is
less than the (vacancy-mediated) self force, therefore interstitial-type loops shrink. Above the lines, the situation is reversed. Right: depinning
time vs temperature for applied stress only (thermal vacancy climb, upper two curves) and osmotic forces due to supersaturated SIAs.
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or removing vacancy loops, which reinforces the mechanism.
As temperature increases, the thermal equilibrium interstitial
concentration increases, so the osmotic force due to excess
SIAs reduces, and the vacancy climb mobility increases. Thus
a transition temperature will be reached where, for a fixed
SIA supersaturation, interstitial loops of a given size will
stop growing when their vacancy-mediated, self-force-induced
climb acting to shrink the loop balances the SIA osmotic
force acting to grow it. Figure 2 (left) shows the predicted
transition temperature vs supersaturation for 5, 10, and 20 nm
diameter SIA loops. Xu et al. [18] observed SIA loop growth
at 460 ◦C, pointing to supersaturations of at least 10−16, but in
situ irradiations at higher temperatures are required to identify
the transition we predict.
In DDD simulations, climb can be introduced by allowing
a small mobility in response to the climb component of the
Peach-Koehler force on each dislocation segment (typically
10−4 of the glide mobility [26,27]). Even with the major
enhancement provided by the point defect supersaturations,
climb is slower than glide, and to improve simulation efficiency
we implemented a dual time step procedure, where dislocations
glide until pinned, then climb until an appreciable glide force
arises. To model depinning in ODS alloys, we placed a shear
loop in the plane containing an array of four impenetrable
spherical inclusions in an infinite elastic solid. The loop shrinks
by glide under its own self-force until it becomes pinned on the
inclusions, after which the nonscrew segments begin to climb
in the presence of superthermal point defect concentrations
(Fig. 3). Figure 2 (right) shows the time taken for the loop to
unpin from the inclusions vs temperature for supersaturations
of 10−6–10−16 (the lower supersaturations are extrapolated
from the clear functional dependence, see the Appendix),
together with thermal depinning times under assisting applied
loads of 410 and 820 MPa. The thermal depinning time is
strongly temperature dependent, falling from over 30 years
at 300 ◦C to around 1 second at 700 ◦C. This is due to the
nonlinearity in temperature of the Arrhenius function e−E/kBT
and is consistent with the precipitous fall in strength the
unirradiated ODS steels exhibit at high temperature (Fig. 1,
Refs. [21,22]). Equivalent depinning times occur at just 300 ◦C
with supersaturations of 10−11, with commensurate reductions
in depinning time for intermediate supersaturations. This is the
central result of this letter: irradiation-induced supersaturations
of point defects, in particular SIAs, increase the climb rate
at low and intermediate temperatures to levels associated
with thermal climb at much higher temperatures. Dispersed
particles cease to be effective barriers once the climb rate
becomes high enough to allow dislocations to quickly climb
around them. Without irradiation, this occurs above around
800 K in the ODS alloys we consider. Irradiation means this
loss of strength occurs at much lower temperatures.
Quantitative experimental verification of the SIA-enhanced
climb predicted here is challenging, chiefly because it is
an inherently out-of-equilibrium phenomenon. Ex situ post-
irradiation mechanical testing cannot hope to capture the
effects, which rely on a steady-state superthermal defect
concentration being maintained. In-reactor creep tests are time
consuming and expensive, and in the past have been restricted
to candidate reactor steels such as HT-9 [19] and ODS alloys
such as those mentioned above [20]. Such materials are nec-
essarily complicated, and it is difficult or impossible to extract
precise information on individual microstructural processes.
Large-grained pure metal samples with oxide particle rein-
forcement would be more tractable, but such model materials
would of course have no structural application themselves.
Toloczko et al. [19] have compared thermal with irradiation
creep in HT-9 and report greatly increased creep rates at
low stresses under irradiation below 500 ◦C, with thermal
creep catching up above 600 ◦C. This is consistent with the
discussion above—with an effective excess SIA concentration
of order 10−13, Fig. 1 (right) shows the effect of the SIA osmotic
pressure at 700 K enhancing climb to levels not reached
until 900 K in the absence of irradiation. However, it should
be stressed that a quantitative comparison is not possible:
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FIG. 3. Discrete dislocation dynamics simulation setup. The pure screw parts of the shear loop meet the obstacles at the upper right and
lower left.
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The creep tests cited above use pressurized tubes to impose
a uniform hydrostatic load up to around 200 MPa—only a
fraction of the unirradiated yield stress, which is of order 1 GPa
for the ODS alloys we consider. While excess point defects can
and clearly do increase creep rates under these circumstances,
the process is isotropic and is likely due to the dislocation
bias effects (prismatic loop growth, void formation, etc.) cited
above, rather than the assisted depinning of dislocations from
obstacles we describe here. Under the large directional shear
loads of a tensile test, dislocation depinning plays a central
role. One possibility would be to exploit recent advances in
micromechanical testing and to use an ion or proton beam to
generate continuous displacement damage while applying a
tensile load to a micron-scale sample, similar to the helium
irradiations carried out in Ref. [28].
The mechanism we describe significantly reduces the ef-
ficacy of particle reinforcement under irradiation, resulting
in severe loss of strength at temperatures far lower than
mechanical tests performed on unirradiated samples suggest.
In situ tensile tests are required to investigate this phenomenon
experimentally. (We note that ODS particles can play other use-
ful roles besides pinning dislocations, in particular providing
sinks for radiation-induced point defects and gas atoms, though
this role may also be played by interfaces in nanolayered
composites [29], which may not suffer the same reduction in
strength).
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formed the calculations. All authors discussed the results
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APPENDIX: METHODS
Bulk diffusion model (see Ref. [7] for a thorough discus-
sion). The dislocation climb velocity is computed from the
point defect flux to the core, which is given by the steady-state
coupled reaction-diffusion equations for the vacancy and SIA
concentrations cv (r ), ci (r ):
∂cv
∂t
= Dv∇
2cv +Kv − Acvci = 0
∂ci
∂t
= Di∇
2ci +Ki − Acicv = 0,
where Kv,i are point defect creation rates, A is the re-
combination rate, and the Ds are the diffusion constants.
Neglecting the elastic interactions between the point defects
and the dislocation (which is a good approximation in the
steady state [9,30]) simplifies the problem to a cylindrically-
symmetric one. Assuming further that Kv = Ki , the function
u(r ) ≡ Dvcv (r )−Dici (r ) satisfies the Laplace equation. This
is solved subject to boundary conditions cv,i → c∞v,i as r →∞,
and cv,i (r0) = exp (−(Eformv,i ± Fcl/|b|)/kBT ) at the dislo-
cation core radius r0, which is assumed to act as a perfect
sink. Fcl is the climb component of the Peach-Koehler force.
The Burgers’ vector is b and the atomic volume is . This
condition imposes local equilibrium at the core of the climbing
dislocation [7] and reflects the change in the effective formation
energy of a point defect due to the potential work done by
(or against) the climb stress on absorption (or emission) of a
defect. The± sign is chosen depending on the sign of the climb
stress. The dislocation climb velocity is then proportional to
the difference between the vacancy and SIA flux to the core,∮
r=r0
∇u · nˆr0dφ:
vcl =
2pi
|b|2kBT ln(r∞/r0)
D0e
−(Evform+Evmigr )/kBT
×
(
Fcl ±
|b|kBT

(
1− c∞v e
+(Evform/kBT ))
+ v → i; ±→ ∓, (A1)
where the second line is the interstitial contribution, obtained
by replacing v with i in the first and reversing the appropriate
signs, and we have expanded in powers of Fcl/|b|kBT keep-
ing only the linear term. The mechanical and osmotic forces
thus separate into the two terms in parentheses. r∞ is an outer
cutoff, typically taken to be the grain size. The ratio of the two
length scales, entering logarithmically, can be adjusted to fit
experimental or numerical data. Note that the explicit creation
and recombination rates cancel at this level of approximation,
and all information about the irradiation is contained in the
effective supersaturation levels, c∞v,i . The depinning time is
clearly inversely proportional to vcl, as our simulations confirm
(Fig. 2, right). Various configurations of Burgers vector and
slip system were investigated; the differences between them
are invisible on the log scales of Fig. 2.
DDD simulations. We modified a version of the DD-
LAB/PARADIS code described in detail in Refs. [26,27]. The
shear modulus was 82 GPa, the Poisson ratio was 0.305,
and the lattice parameter was 2.87 ˚A. Vacancy formation and
migration energies were 2 and 0.6 eV, respectively; the values
for interstitials were 4 and 0.3 eV, corresponding to iron.
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